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Hard probes
 Hard probes: high-pT partons, heavy quarks

● Produced in initial hard-scatterings 
● Probe the space-time evolution of the system
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Medium effects on 
Hadronisation ? 

Jet quenching
 Hard probes: high-pT partons, heavy quarks

● Produced in initial hard-scatterings 
● Tomographic probes of the medium

L. A
p
o
lin
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In-medium energy loss 
→ medium properties

In-medium energy loss 
→ medium properties

 Energy loss in medium
● Collisional and radiative energy loss

● Colour and mass dependence (dead-cone effect)
● Parton interaction with medium: dependence on the 

coupling strength, medium dynamics, … 
● Path-length dependence, resolution scale at which the jet 

probes the medium, does broader jet loose more energy ? 
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Jet quenching

 Accessed experimentally using:
● Spectra, nuclear modification factors
● High-pT v2 

● Correlations, momentum balance, FF, ...
● Jet substructure analysis

Next session: Yi Chen, Jet 
substructure and parton splitting

Next session: Yi Chen, Jet 
substructure and parton splitting

 Hard probes: high-pT partons, heavy quarks
● Produced in initial hard-scatterings 
● Tomographic probes of the medium

 PRL 123 (2019) 022001

In-medium shower modification and 
nature of the energy loss.
Flavour dependence ?
How the fragmentation is modified ?

 Energy loss in medium
● Collisional and radiative energy loss

● Colour and mass dependence (dead-cone effect)
● Parton interaction with medium: dependence on the 

coupling strength, medium dynamics, … 
● Path-length dependence, resolution scale at which the jet 

probes the medium, does broader jet loose more energy ? 

In-medium energy loss 
→ medium properties

In-medium energy loss 
→ medium properties
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RAA: evidence of jet quenching
 Evidence of jet quenching: strong suppression of high-pT particles and jets

● High-pT hadron RAA → 1, jets suppressed up to TeV
 Increasing with centrality

● Weak dependence of RAA on coll. energy

Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 108

hadronshadrons

jetsjets

JHEP 1704 (2017) 039
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RAA: evidence of jet quenching
 Strong suppression in central collisions

● High-pT hadron RAA → 1, jets suppressed up to TeV

 Weak dependence of RAA on coll. energy, higher energy loss vs different slopes of 
initial pT spectra

Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 108

jetsjets

Y.He 
6.11, 10:00 am

Y.He 
6.11, 10:00 am
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Jet quenching vs models
 Strong suppression in central collisions

● High-pT hadron RAA → 1, jets suppressed up to TeV
 JETSCAPE prediction: reasonable agreement with data, but bit different slopes

A. Kumar
6.11, 9:40 am

A. Kumar
6.11, 9:40 am
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Hadron RAA, system scan
 High-pT hadrons RAA in different systems
➔ Dependence of the system size not collision species

CuCu, AuAu, UUCuCu, AuAu, UU

PHENIX, A. Hodges,
5.11, 8:40 am

PHENIX, A. Hodges,
5.11, 8:40 am

PbPb/XeXePbPb/XeXe

 Probe path length dependence of parton energy loss
Phys. Rev. C 99 (2019)  061902 

JHEP 10 (2018) 138
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Jet RAA, R scan

 Large R: suppression vs recovery of quenched energy
➔ No strong RAA dependence on R 

➔ High pT  jets: hint of en. recovery in central collisions

arxiv: 1909.09718

R = 0.2R = 0.2 R = 0.4R = 0.4

R: 0.2-1R: 0.2-1

CMS M.Taylor,
6.11, 11:20 am
CMS M.Taylor,

6.11, 11:20 am
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Jet RAA, R scan vs models
R: 0.2-1R: 0.2-1

 R-scan: Strong constraints on jet quenching 
models

 Complementary to jet substructure studies

→ Konrad Tywoniuk→ Konrad Tywoniuk

→ Yi Chen→ Yi Chen
CMS M.Taylor,

6.11, 11:20 am
CMS M.Taylor,
6.11, 11:20 am

arxiv: 1909.09718

R = 0.2R = 0.2 R = 0.4R = 0.4

➔ Strong R dependence in some of the models
➔ Opposites trends vs increasing R
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Low-pT and large R jets in HI

 Phys.Rev. C99 (2019) no.6, 064904

Background fluctuations suppressed:
- combinatorial jet reduced
- smaller unfolding correction

 Low pT: strong medium effects
 However, large background from the underlying event of particles uncorrelated 

with the hard scattering
 Use Machine Learning techniques
➔ Access low pT jets and large R 

R. Haake, EPS-HEP 2019
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Semi-inclusive jets
 Semi-inclusive recoil jet measurements suppress the combinational background, 

no bias on recoil jet
 Trigger-normalized yield of jets recoiling from a high pT trigger hadron

● Jets with pT down to 20 GeV/c
➔ Modification consistent for different 

jet radius 
➔ Consistent with the previous 

measurement at 2.76 TeV
JHEP 09 (2015) 170

ALICE, Y.  Mao,
 6.11, 11:40 am
ALICE, Y.  Mao,
 6.11, 11:40 am
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Jet fragmentation function
 Longitudinal share of energy within jet, fragmentation function: 

Phys. Rev. C 98, 024908 (2018)

R=0.4R=0.4

ATLAS, M.Rybar
6.11, 11:00 am

ATLAS, M.Rybar
6.11, 11:00 am

➔ Enhancement at low (and high) z, pT.  Medium response.
➔ Suppression at intermediate z, pT

Comparison to SCET and 
Hybrid models:

➔ Good description of 
indeterminate pT 

➔ Low pT described by SCET

➔ High-pT enhancement 
described by Hybrid model 
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Radial profile

arXiv: 1908.05264

ATLAS, M.Rybar
6.11, 11:00 am

ATLAS, M.Rybar
6.11, 11:00 am

R=0.4R=0.4

Absolute size of modification:

➔ Lost energy: soft particles with pT < 4 GeV/c at large angles

➔ Suppression of pT > 4 GeV/c yields outside jet core

➔ Small modification in the jet core
➔ Largest excess of particles in jet cone
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Differential jet studies
 Jet Geometry Engineering: varying dijet constituent threshold and jet radius

STAR, Phys. Rev. Lett 119 (2017) 062301

AuAu, 200 GeVAuAu, 200 GeV

STAR, R. Elayavalli
6.11, 9:20 am

STAR, R. Elayavalli
6.11, 9:20 am
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Differential jet studies
 Jet Geometry Engineering: varying dijet constituent threshold and jet radius

STAR, Phys. Rev. Lett 119 (2017) 062301

➔ Quenched energy recovered within R=0.35 with pT,const > 2 GeV/c

➔ Dialling in the energy loss by varying hardcore constituent 
threshold and jet radius

 Expect sensitivity to path length dependence of recoil jets
 Theoretical input and comparisons are essential

AuAu, 200 GeVAuAu, 200 GeV

STAR, R. Elayavalli
6.11, 9:20 am

STAR, R. Elayavalli
6.11, 9:20 am
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High-z enhancement

Phys. Rev. C 98, 024908 (2018)

 What about rise of high energy tracks 
● Flavour dependence of energy loss, increased fraction of quark jets in PbPb w.r.t. pp ? 
● pT sum rule ? 
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Quark/gluon fraction in HI
 Quark / gluon fraction extracted from jet charge

● Study flavour dependent behaviour of energy loss mechanisms due to jet quenching
● Jet charge is sensitive to the electric charge of the initiating parton
● Measurement based on Pythia template fits

➔ Consistent fractions in pp and PbPb, 
no significant centrality dependence

 Gluon-like jet fraction

CMS, D. Hangal
6.11, 8:40 am

CMS, D. Hangal
6.11, 8:40 am

➔ No increase in jet charge 
width observed
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g-tagged jets

➔ No peak structure in central collisions
➔ Peak returns in peripheral collisions and 

with increasing pT  

Phys. Lett. B 789 (2019) 167

 Input for theory

CMS, Phys. Lett. B 785 (2018) 14
Phys, Rev. Lett 121 (2018) 242301

 Don’t interact strongly with QGP
 Controlled configuration of the initial hard-scattering
 Quarks vs gluon jets → flavour dependence of Eloss

● LHC: dominated by quark fragmentation at higher pT (>30 GeV)

ɣ-tagged vs. inclusive jets

pT balance Fragmentation function

ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa
6.11, 2:40 pm

ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa
6.11, 2:40 pm

➔ Different modification in central collisions
➔ Flavour dependence, selection bias ?

Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 042001 (2019)

CMS,R. Bi
6.11, 2:20 pm

CMS,R. Bi
6.11, 2:20 pm
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Z-tagged charged particle yields
 Low pT: well-calibrated probe down to 30 GeV/c, no jet requirement, less bkg. w.r.t. γ

 Good prospects for Run3/4 !

 Models can quantitatively reproduce the degree of 
suppression, Hybrid model can catch pT,z dependenceATLAS,D.Perpelitsa

6.11, 2:40 pm
ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa

6.11, 2:40 pm

➔ Enhancement at pT < 2-3 GeV/c, x <0.05 
➔ Suppression at large ch. particle pT, xhZ
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Z-tagged charged particle yields
 Low pT: well-calibrated probe down to 30 GeV/c, no jet requirement, less bkg. w.r.t. γ

 Good prospects for Run3/4 !

 Models can quantitatively reproduce the degree of 
suppression, Hybrid model can catch pT,z dependence

 CMS systematically higher (jet pT > 30 GeV/c)

 Similar suppression at RHIC

ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa
6.11, 2:40 pm

ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa
6.11, 2:40 pm

➔ Enhancement at pT < 2-3 GeV/c, x <0.05 
➔ Suppression at large ch. particle pT, xhZ
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π0-jet, hadron at RHIC
➔ R=0.2: strong suppression of recoil jet, 

R=0.5: no modification
➔ Similar suppression for two ET

trigg
 bins  

π0-jetπ0-jet

STAR, N. Sahoo
poster

STAR, N. Sahoo
poster
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π0-jet, hadron at RHIC
➔ R=0.2: strong suppression of recoil jet, 

R=0.5: no modification
➔ Similar suppression for two ET

trigg
 bins  

π0-jetπ0-jet

STAR, N. Sahoo
poster

STAR, N. Sahoo
poster

➔ Modification to away-side jet peak at 
substructure level

➔ Away-side core (Δφ~π) sees suppression first
 Consistent with energy loss via wide angle gluon 

radiation

π0-hπ0-h

PHENIX, A. Hodges,
Tuesday 8:40 am

PHENIX, A. Hodges,
Tuesday 8:40 am
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Heavy-flavour energy loss
➔ Flavour dependence at intermediate pT ?

➔ High pT: common trend

 PRL 123 (2019) 022001
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Heavy-flavour energy loss
➔ Flavour dependence at intermediate pT

➔ High pT: common trend

➔ non-zero v2 of b→ e

ALICE, D. Thomas,
5.11, 12:00 pm

ALICE, D. Thomas,
5.11, 12:00 pm
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Heavy-flavour jet RAA
➔ Strong heavy-flavour jet suppression in central collisions

 b-jet suppression consistent with inclusive jets agreement with model
 Would be interesting to compare in overlapping jet pT regions

b-jetsb-jets

D0 jets
Charged jets
D0 mesons

D-jetsD-jetsb-dijetsb-dijets

JHEP 03 (2018) 181
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Heavy-flavour jets in pp
 New precise heavy-flavour jet measurements in pp

● Test of pQCD, baseline for HI

➔ Agreement with POWHEG+Pythia, low pT on the upper edge of the prediction

ALICE,J.Kvapil,
6.11,  2:00 pm
ALICE,J.Kvapil,
6.11,  2:00 pm

JHEP 1908 (2019) 133

D-jetsD-jets b-jetsb-jets
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Heavy-flavour jets in pp
 New precise heavy-flavour jet measurements in pp

● Test of pQCD, baseline for HI

➔ D-jets: different shape of z at low jet pT

➔ b-jets: different shape than inclusive jets not reproduced: 
flavour dependence in parton fragmentation 

D-jetsD-jets b-jetsb-jets

ALICE,J.Kvapil,
6.11,  2:00 pm
ALICE,J.Kvapil,
6.11,  2:00 pm

R=0.4

CMS, J. Viinikainen,
poster

CMS, J. Viinikainen,
poster
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Jets in small systems
 No modification in pA observed, but RpA != 1 in event activity bins

Phys Lett. B 749 (2015) 68
Phys Rev Lett. 116 (2015) 122301
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Jets in small systems vs EA
 No modification in pA observed, but RpA != 1 in event activity bins at high xP

 Semi-inclusive jet measurements
● Jet spectra per trigger in EA bins
● Collision geometry independent

Phys. Lett. B 783 (2018) 95
STAR, D.Stewart,
 5.11, 12:20 am

STAR, D.Stewart,
 5.11, 12:20 am

Hint of xp dependenceSuppression/enhancement at high pT

Phys. Lett. B748 (2015) 392
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Jets in small systems, high xP

 Semi-inclusive jet measurements
● Jet spectra per trigger in EA bins, collision geometry independent

STAR, D.Stewart,
 5.11, 12:20 am

STAR, D.Stewart,
 5.11, 12:20 am

➔ Strong suppression in pAu at 200 GeV
● Event activity related modification of jet spectra
● Consistent with other high xp results, 
● However, EA bias not excluded
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Heavy-flavour jets in pPb
 v2 of heavy-flavour particles in pPb collisions

 v2 of beauty consistent with 0

➔ RpPb: No modification of c,b,D-tagged jets in pPb collisions 
observed

➔ R=0.3/R=0.6 consistent with pp

ALICE,J.Kvapil,
6.11,  2:00 pm
ALICE,J.Kvapil,
6.11,  2:00 pm

ALICE, S. Sakai,
poster

ALICE, S. Sakai,
poster

b-jetsb-jets

HFE-jetsHFE-jets
CMS, A.Baty,

5.11., 8:40 am
CMS, A.Baty,

5.11., 8:40 am
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Small systems: v2 vs RpA

 High-pT particle v2

➔
 v2  in pPb up to high pT

➔
 Can be reproduced by model, however RpPb underpredicted

ATLAS, K.Keys,
 5.11, 11:20 am
ATLAS, K.Keys,
 5.11, 11:20 am
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Summary

 Onset of jet quenching in heavy-ion collisions
 TeV jets are quenched
 pA and peripheral AA consistent with pp in most observables
 However, in pPb high-pT particle v2 > 0

 Quenched energy redistributed to large angle and in multiplicities of softer particles
 R dependence of the quenching → going to lower jet pT  ranges with larger R

 Gluon jet fraction not change in Pb-Pb. Quark vs Gluon energy loss ? 
 b-,c- vs inclusive jet suppression ? Higher precision measurements in wider and 

overlaping pT  regions needed

 Complementarity between RHIC and LHC: vary medium temperature, 
different quark/gluon composition
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Summary

 Onset of jet quenching in heavy-ion collisions
 TeV jets are quenched
 pA and peripheral AA consistent with pp in most observables
 However, in pPb high-pT particle v2 > 0

 Quenched energy redistributed to large angle and in multiplicities of softer particles
 R dependence of the quenching → going to lower jet pT  ranges with larger R

 Gluon jet fraction not change in Pb-Pb. Quark vs Gluon energy loss ? 
 b-,c- vs inclusive jet suppression ? Higher precision measurements in wider and 

overlaping pT  regions needed

 Complementarity between RHIC and LHC: vary medium temperature, 
different quark/gluon composition

Thank you !



Backup
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D0 in jets
 Radial profile of D0 mesons in jets
 Diffusion of charm in jets provides a new perspective to study the interaction 

mechanisms between heavy quarks and the medium
➔ Hint of wider distribution in PbPb than pp for pT < 20 GeV/c
➔ Charm quark diffusion with respect to the jet axis due to the  

medium interactions

➔ Sensitivity to D, not q0
Eur.Phys.J. C79 (2019) 9, 789S. Wang

5.11, 12:20 am
S. Wang

5.11, 12:20 am
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Differential jet studies
 Jet modification as a function of opening angle

STAR, R. Elayavalli
6.11, 9:20 am

STAR, R. Elayavalli
6.11, 9:20 am

R=0.4R=0.4
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Particle distribution in and around jet
 Angular and momentum distribution of charged particles within and around jet
 Fragmentation function: 

Phys. Rev. C 98, 024908 (2018)

➔ Lost energy: soft particles with 
pT < 4 GeV/c at large angles

➔ Narrowing of jet cone ?

arXiv: 1908.05264 JHEP 05 (2018) 006

R=0.4R=0.4

 Distribution at r around the axis:

➔ Enhancement at low and high z, pT 

➔ Suppression at intermediate z, pT

Narrowing ?
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g-jet pT balance
 Amount of the lost energy
➔ No peak structure in central collisions
➔ Peak returns in peripheral collisions, and with increasing γ pT  

Phys. Lett. B 789 (2019) 167

PbPb@5 TeVPbPb@5 TeV

 Centrality and pT evolution 
– input for theory

CMS, Phys. Lett. B 785 (2018) 14
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Quark/gluon fraction in HI
 Quark / gluon fraction extracted from jet charge

● Study flavour dependent behaviour of energy loss mechanisms due to jet quenching
● Jet charge is sensitive to the electric charge of the initiating parton

CMS, D. Hangal
6.11, 8:40 am

CMS, D. Hangal
6.11, 8:40 am

arXiv:1908.01518
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g-jet fragmentation

➔ SCETG captures the ɣ- vs. 
inclusive jet “ordering” for z < 0.1

➔ Stringent test of multiple aspect 
of jet quenching

Phys, Rev. Lett 121 (2018) 242301
➔ SCETG and CoLBT-hydro describe 

trend
➔ Back reaction improves agreement 

of hybrid model with data ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa
6.11, 2:40 pm

ATLAS,D.Perpelitsa
6.11, 2:40 pm

CMS,R. Bi
6.11, 2:20 pm

CMS,R. Bi
6.11, 2:20 pm

ɣ-tagged vs. inclusive jets
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boson-jet pT imbalance
 Electroweak bosons don’t interact strongly
 Boson-jet measurements: controlled configuration of the initial hard-scattering

● Estimate of the pT and direction of the original parton

 Events with back-to-back topology
 LHC: dominated by quark fragmentation at higher pT (>30 GeV) → flavour dependence 

of Eloss

PLB 774 (2017) 379, PRL 119 (2017)082301
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RAA vs rapidity

 More quark jets at large y
● Expected: smaller quenching for 

quarks than for gluons
● y-spectra falling more steeply at 

forward rapidity

Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 108

PbPb, 5.02 TeVPbPb, 5.02 TeV
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Heavy-flavour jets
 Colour/mass dependence of in-medium energy loss

● Elastic, radiative Eloss – dead-cone effect

 Modification of heavy-quark fragmentation in QGP ?
 Access quark jets

➔ Tagging
● b,c-jet tagging: displaced secondary vertex or displaced tracks
● Tagging with a fully reconstructed B,D mesons or HF electrons
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HF-tagged jets, fragmentation
 D-tagged jets
 ATLAS, disagreement with MC in both shape and normalisaton

● Gluon splitting contribution overestimated in MC ?
● ALICE: agreement with MC – charged jets with lower pT

➔ Hint of softening
➔ New measurements at 5 and 13 TeV

PRD 85, 052005 (2012)

JHEP (2019) 2019: 133
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HF-tagged jets, p-Pb
 No evidence of HF jet quenching in small systems 

D-taggedD-taggedc-jetsc-jets

PLB 772 (2017) 306
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